Manage Conflict with Your
Own “DO RESCUE” Strategy
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Sharon is the ultimate professional.
She speaks with passion and is easy to listen
to. Her knowledge on leadership and
coaching is invaluable. I would recommend
Sharon to any corporate looking to build
their company culture as well as their
leadership team.

I would highly recommend working with Sharon. She’s so
professional, prepared and is able to integrate concepts and
models really clearly. I’ve loved working with her and know that I
can rely on her to deliver excellence.
-- Nicola Varney, Learning Experience Designer, Standard Bank Group

-- Craig Turton, VP, Purple Group

You are such a
professional – talented,
interesting and well
received by all. Thanks
for that which you
bring to our success.
-- Linda Buckley, Executive
Education Director,
Henley Business School

Sharon, you have given the essence of
some great conversations and
solutions going forward. Thanks for all
your tremendous knowledge and
wisdom that you share so freely with
our business and people.
This truly sets you apart.
-- Liesl Diesel, Head of Learning and
Development, ex. Barloworld now Hollard

Sharon has been coaching me over the last 12 months and I cannot say
enough how much she has helped me both professionally and personally.
I would highly recommend her to anyone looking to take that next step in
their career and personal development!

I had the pleasure of hearing
Sharon speak in South Africa at
the PSA convention and was so
impressed with the key note that
she gave. She has incredible
stage presence and is very easy
to listen to, but she is also
extremely knowledgeable and
well researched in her field. She
also happens to be a fantastic
woman who shines on and off
stage. I strongly recommend
Sharon for any speaking or
training events if you are looking
for someone to inspire others
and unlock their potential.
-- Madelaine Black, TEDx Speaker
and International Best Selling Author

-- Zondwa Kula, Senior Audit Manager, Citibank
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Why DO RESCUE?
It’s inevitable that you’ll experience some degree of conflict during the course of your relationships.
In fact, it is normal and healthy. Provided that is, that it is handled well. That really is the key…
to learn how to handle conflict well. Because, when dealt with in a constructive way, it can help your
relationship grow and create a stronger bond than ever before.
This is easier said than done though, so I have put together a rescue package to support you to manage
the challenges you face when dealing with conflict in both your personal and professional relationships.
I’ve called it your “DO RESCUE” strategy because success using this tool requires that you:
“DO”… as in actively practise and use these skills
“RESCUE” … as in save (someone and/or yourself) from a dangerous or difficult situation
I wish you well as you apply the guidelines shared in this tool and hope that your relationships are
not just rescued, but can flourish.
I am an email away if you have any questions or comments: sharon@keysteps.co.za.
Namaste,
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Only proceed when you can
confidently answer YES
to the following:
1.

Have you taken it private? Arguing in public or in front of your children and/or others (in a
personal or professional context) usually has negative repercussions, can cause embarrassment
and lead to exacerbated conflict. Don’t do it. Make sure it is safe to talk.

2.

Is the timing appropriate? When you (or your partner) are tired, stressed, hungry, angry, at
work, under the influence of alcohol, etc. it is not a good time to have a “DO RESCUE” session
and it will likely only make matters worse. And if your spouse doesn't want to discuss the
matter on the spot, rather set a time that works for both of you within the next 24 hours or so.
Don’t leave it too long and fall into the trap of sweeping it under the carpet!

3.

Do you really care about the relationship enough to do everything it takes to rescue it?
Finding our way through conflict and rescuing relationships is not the easiest route to resolve
conflict. In fact, it’s often easier or even makes more sense to walk away. If your partner has
had an affair or a colleague has stolen from you, you might choose to forgive that person but
not choose to rescue the relationships. Not all relationship are worth it. Is yours worth it?

YES? Good, then proceed to DO RESCUE ….
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 Define the Problem

Define what the conflict is really about. Studies on spousal disputes showed that about 75% of the
time, partners are arguing about different issues. Ask some key questions to understand the problem:
1.

What’s the issue really about?

2.

What’s your concern here?

3.

What do you feel we’re arguing about?

4.

What’s on your mind right now?

Once you’re both clear, begin to gently ask good probing questions, like:
1.

What do you want to accomplish?

2.

How can we work this out together?

3.

What is really important to us both?
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 Open mind

It is important to keep an open-mind and really listen as this creates empathy.
The eventual outcome must be a win-win. This means you aren’t out to get at each other or prove each
other wrong or try to get power over each other. If you are… stop right here. That isn’t rescuing, that’s
called bullying!
The point of this step is to actively listen to your partner and do your best to understand his or her needs,
wants, concerns and really hear the other side of the story. Some pointers for actively listening are:
1.

Take turns sharing your thoughts and feelings.

2.

Listen without interrupting (your turn will come).

3.

Summarise and reflect what the other person has said.

4.

When you find yourself becoming defensive, just breathe and listen.

5.

Remind yourself how much you care about your relationship.

6.

Resist all urges to name call, slate the other person or make them wrong.
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 Rapport and Safety

Rapport and safety are essential ingredients to keep in
place throughout a difficult conversation (and easy ones).
Did you know that more than 70% of how we feel about
emotive messages is derived from non-verbal cues?!
So, look at one another while you speak and watch out for
hidden or incongruent messages your partner might display
through their body language and tone.
Rapport is about creating receptiveness and people are generally more receptive to people like
themselves. It's built-in to the most primitive parts of our brain (involving our mirror neurons) and it's
something that you can tap into in various ways, but especially through subtle mimicry. For example,
there was a study done in which an interviewer talked to participants and then dropped several pens on
the floor. Participants who were mimicked during the conversation were two to three times more likely
to pick up the pens! In everyday life, building rapport can help with persuasion, sales, teamwork, dating,
getting bigger tips and rescuing relationships.
Build rapport through subtle mimicry of body language, tone of voice, word choices and values.
Rapport leads to more safety in conversation, increased empathy and agreement.
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 Explore Options

Stay open-minded and generate as many suggestions as you
can for overcoming the problem. Often we think we are
stuck between a rock and a hard place in conflict situations
when we seldom (if ever) are. Usually there are many ways
to solve the problem, we just can’t see them yet.
Example: A couple where the husband complains his wife nags could fall into the trap of thinking…
if I remind you of things to be done around the house then I am a nag and if I don’t remind you then
nothing gets done. Can you spot the problem in this way of thinking? Yes, this close-minded narrow
belief is that there are only two ways to handle this problem. In reality, there are hundreds of ways to
tackle this problem. Such as, create a to-do-list and keep it on the fridge, set-up reminders in Outlook
or on the phone or employ a handyman to do the extra chores. Alternatively, the couple could decide
on a preferred method and frequency of communication reminders.
The key is to use your combined “brain power” to think up as many possible outcomes as you both
can without judging them and before you know it, a good idea will surface through your persistence.
It might be necessary to get the help of a neutral third party (like a counsellor or minister) and this
does not mean that your relationship is in real trouble or you should feel bad about not being able to
find a way forward on your own. But rather, it indicates that your relationship really matters and you
want to resolve problems before it ends up in real trouble.
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 Stay on task and

Stick to facts

Staying on task is vital for communication success. It is important not to bring up a myriad of other things
when dealing with a specific problem as it can make it feel like rescuing your relationship is impossible.
Rather tackle, deal with and solve one issue (maybe two if they are connected) at a time. Take a break
before bringing up the next issue.
Sticking to facts does not mean being unemotional (that’s not healthy) but rather that you say things like:
“I would really appreciate…” instead of, “You never/always...”
“When you [forget to call me back], I feel like [unimportant]” instead of, “You don’t care about me.”
It is also important to put yourself into your partners shoes. This is never entirely possible but attempting
it (genuinely) leads to empathy. Empathy is not about agreeing with your partner; it is about trying to see
the world through their eyes, ears, heart and mind.
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 C’s of Effective Communication

Aim to make sure your communication is always…



Clear

Additional Communication TIPS:



Concise



Correct



Complete



Courteous



Constructive



Collaborative

1. Be positive: Start by thinking of positive outcomes, then say
positive things and make requests in a positive ways.
2. Avoid saying, “Always”, “Never”, “You should...”, “Yes, but”.
3. ‘Fight’ fair: No name-calling or mud-slinging… not ever!
4. Really put yourself in your partner’s shoes.
5. Always be respectful... you can never take a harsh word back.
6. Be prepared to take a break and even sleep on it.
7. Put your marriage (or relationship) first!
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 Understanding

Ensure that you now have a shared understanding of the
problem and what the solution is going to look like in action.
It is important that you are both very clear on what each of
you needs to do (or not do), by when, according to what
criteria. You might want to create a plan of action like you
would a SMART goal or, as I call it, a SMARTEST goal…
Specific outcome
Milestones are clear
Action-plan in place
Realistic
Time constrained

NOTE: This model is quite self explanatory (and you have likely come across a version of
it before). I’ve altered it slightly and added three extra steps, so let me explain them…

Earnest

Earnest: Means that I choose to do it and am not approaching it with resentment.

Synergy

Synergy: Doing it is good for both of us and is good for the overall relationship.

Trust

Trust: I trust myself and my partner to deliver on our promises.
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 End well and Execute

How you end is crucial, so end well. It will make starting the next time so much easier because a safe
space for conversation and collaboration is created. Remember that when you've covered one issue
successfully, it is a good idea to take a break. If you can managed to hug, touch or connect in some way
it can pave the way for increased closeness and intimacy.
One of the worst mistakes couples make is to settle one issue and jump to the next one immediately.
Doing this can make a difficult discussion seem endless. Always take time-out before your next “DO
RESCUE” session. Sometimes you might even need to allow yourself or partner to retreat with dignity.
Recognise when an olive branch is being offered (it might be disguised as an apology or a joke),
and give each other a face-saving way out of the disagreement.
Also make sure that you execute your agreement. This means, where action is required on your part,
make a concerted effort and do it! Don’t end-up a few weeks from now discussing the same problem
because you didn’t take action. Remember… if you always so what you’ve always done, you’ll always get
what you’ve always got. So, it is up to you, take Key Steps today, rescue your relationships and…
‘be the difference that makes the difference’
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Summary: Let’s put it all together…
D Define what the real conflict is about
O Open-minded and open to listening
R Rapport and safety are essential
E

Explore options and show empathy

S

Stay on task and stick to facts

C Be clear, concise, correct, complete, courteous, constructive and collaborate
U Understand the problem and agree on a solution and plan of action
E

End the conversation well and execute your agreement

Above all else, keep learning and growing. To explore how we can continue to work with you, contact us:
sharon@keysteps.co.za or collette@keysteps.co.za and view our programmes are on the next page.
You can also stay connected in the following ways:
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What can we work with you?

*All programmes NOW available as
virtual solutions or blended options.

1 Keynotes: Sharon’s Signature Talks and Masterclasses:




Key Steps to the BEST YOU through EQ
Negotiate Your Way to Success
Lead Self, Other and Teams through Challenging Times

2 Executive Coaching: Individual and group coaching sessions available
3 Business Skills Workshops: Click here for more information









Key Steps to the BEST YOU through EQ
Lead Self, Other and Teams through Challenging Times
Visionary Leadership through EQ
Assertive Communication and Conflict Management
Powerful Presentations (In-person and Virtually)
Champion and Manage Change
Professional Business Writing Skills
Negotiate Your Way to Success

All programmes are NQF Aligned and can be customised to meet your specific needs

4 Microsoft Office Workshops:

Windows, Outlook, Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Access, SharePoint

NOTE: We specialise in tailor-making solutions to meet your specific needs and work with leading business schools to
develop niche programmes. Contact Sharon to discuss how she can work with you to increase your results.
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Some of our happy clients
Click here for more testimonials
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